Aerial photograph taken within hours of the crash. Just visible are shorn-off trees and the impact site on the Portal of the Folded Wings’ dome.
Photo taken and used with permission by Harold Morby.

A closer view of the crast site, showing a fire truck, emergency personnel, and the Piper Navajo debris. Photo taken and used with permission
by Harold Morby.

A bystander took this photo of his son next to the mangled cockpit. Two years later D

Dale and the Piper Aztec that he and Chuck flew regularly before the crash. Photo taken
November 1969.

I think I used the memorial as a focal point to help get my memory
back.
Doctors who worked on me talked with me only briefly about my
memory loss. Dr. Graham didn’t seem as concerned with it as with the other
losses I had suffered. Maybe it was because he felt he could help with the
ankle and the shoulder and the face but not with the memory.
Doctors explained that there are different types of amnesia. The two
most common are retrograde and anterograde. The former type involves
memory loss before the cause, such as a motorcyclist not remembering
driving his motorcycle prior to his head injury. The latter has to do with
the inability to store new memories after the cause, such as the motorcyclist
not being able to recall his hospital experiences or conversations with family
and friends who visited him there.
Posttraumatic amnesia, which affects memory before and after head

Jesus film, each clinic we helped build, each shipment of medical supplies
we helped deliver.

A Learjet similar to the one flown by Dale’s missionary flight to Zambia. Photo taken and
provided by Andrei Bezmylov (as seen on www.airliners.net ).

I glance past the wing for a final glimpse of the Lusaka International
Airport, reflecting on my life before that fateful crash so many years ago . .

On the eight anniversary of the crash, Dale is finally able to fly a Piper Navajo (the
same type that crashed) as pilot in command over the Portal of the Folded Wings.

Dale and Paula on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the crash, 1994, at the United Airlines
Training Center in Denver.

